SAMPLE CONTRACT FACE LANGUAGE

All COVID-19 protocols set prior to on-sale MUST BE ADHERED TO in and around the concert performance site (including front of house, etc.). Backstage protocols shall be set and monitored per Tour Manager’s direction and Artist’s approval. In addition, NO requests for 'Meet & Greets' of any kind will be considered at this time and until further notice.

And, if you are interested, my NO covid cancellations/stop loss language:

No standardized, 'blanket', or automatic lack of business or business reduction ('Stop/Loss') or COVID-19 cancelation and/or deal reduction language will be accepted in offers or addendums/amendments to our Artists' contractual agreements. If any actual and relevant issues arise related to either of these points, resolution will be discussed as we have traditionally done in the past. This is NON-NEGOTIABLE!

SAMPLE RIDER LANGUAGE:

VENUE SAFETY AND COVID COMPLIANCE

Documented current emergency response/safety plans and a Certified COVID Compliance Officer must be provided to ensure that ALL Federal, State, and Local protocols in effect for the day of performance are strictly adhered to by ALL venue staff, tour staff, audience, and patrons even if not legally mandated, NO EXCEPTIONS. This includes, but is not limited to, guidance published by the World Health Organization, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Occupational Safety and Health Administration, Event Safety Alliance, and all other recognized authorities relevant to ALL aspects of venue and event safety.